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In TCS 146, Bard Bloom presented rule formats for four main notions of bisimulation
with silent moves. He proved that weak bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for any
process algebra defined by WB cool rules, and established similar results for rooted weak
bisimulation (Milner’s ‘‘observational congruence’’), branching bisimulation and rooted
branching bisimulation. This study reformulates Bloom’s results in a more accessible form
and contributes analogues for (rooted) η-bisimulation and (rooted) delay bisimulation.
Moreover, finite equational axiomatisations of rooted weak bisimulation equivalence are
provided that are sound and complete for finite processes in any RWB cool process algebra.
These require the introduction of auxiliary operators with lookahead, and an extension of
Bloom’s formats for this type of operator with lookahead. Finally, a challenge is presented
for which Bloom’s formats fall short and further improvement is called for.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Structural Operational Semantics [13,16] is one of the main methods for defining the meaning of operators in system
description languages like CCS [13]. A system’s behaviour, or process, is represented by a closed term built from a collection
of operators, and the behaviour of a process is given by its collection of (outgoing) transitions, each specifying the action
the process performs by taking this transition, and the process that results after doing so. For each n-ary operator f in the
language, a number of transition rules are specified that generate the transitions of a term f (p1, . . . , pn) from the transitions
(or the absence thereof) of its arguments p1, . . . , pn.
For purposes of representation and verification, several behavioural equivalence relations have been defined on
processes, of which the most well-known is strong bisimulation equivalence [13], and its variants weak and branching
bisimulation equivalence [13,12], that feature abstraction from internal actions. In order to allow compositional system
verification, such equivalence relations need to be congruences for the operators under consideration, meaning that the
equivalence class of an n-ary operator f applied to arguments p1, . . . , pn is completely determined by the equivalence
classes of these arguments. Although strong bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for the operators of CCS and many
other languages found in the literature, weak bisimulation equivalence fails to be a congruence for the choice or alternative
composition operator + of CCS. To bypass this problem one uses the coarsest congruence relation for + that is finer than
weak bisimulation equivalence, characterised as rooted weak bisimulation equivalence [13,4,11], which turns out to be a
minor variation of weak bisimulation equivalence, and a congruence for all of CCS and many other languages. Analogously,
rooted branching bisimulation is the coarsest congruence for CCS and many other languages that is finer than branching
bisimulation equivalence [12].
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In order to streamline the process of proving that a certain equivalence is a congruence for certain operators, and to guide
sensible language definitions, syntactic criteria (rule formats) for the transition rules in structural operational semantics have
been developed, ensuring that the equivalence is a congruence for any operator specified by rules that meet these criteria.
One of these is the GSOS format of Bloom et al. [6], generalising an earlier format by de Simone [17]. When adhering to this
format, all processes are computably finitely branching, and strong bisimulation equivalence is a congruence [6]. Bloom [5]
defines congruence formats for (rooted) weak and branching bisimulation equivalence by imposing additional restrictions
on the GSOS format. As is customary in this field, finer equivalences have wider formats, so Bloom’s BB cool GSOS format,
which guarantees that branching bisimulation equivalence is a congruence, is more general than hisWB cool GSOS format,
which suits weak bisimulation equivalence; also his RWB cool GSOS format, suiting rooted weak bisimulation, is more
general than the WB cool GSOS format, and his RBB cool GSOS format, guaranteeing that rooted branching bisimulation
equivalence is a congruence, is the most general of all. The prime motivating example for these formats is the structural
operational semantics of CCS [13]. All CCS operators are RWB cool, and the CCS operators other than the + are even WB
cool.
Bloom’s formats involve a fast bookkeeping effort of names of variables, used to precisely formulate the bifurcation
rules that his formats require. To make his work more accessible, Bloom also presents simpler but less general versions
of his formats, obtained by imposing an additional syntactic restriction. This restriction makes it possible to simplify the
bifurcation rules to patience rules, which do not require such an extensive bookkeeping. Fokkink [8] generalises Bloom’s
simply RBB cool format to a format he calls RBB safe, andwrites ‘‘The definition of bifurcation rules is deplorably complicated,
and we do not know of any examples from the literature that are RBB cool but not simply RBB cool. Therefore, we refrain
from this generalisation here.’’ Ulidowski [18–20] studies congruence formats for variations of the semantic equivalences
mentioned above with a different treatment of divergence. Ulidowski’s formats form the counterparts of Bloom’s simply
cool formats only.
The main aim of the present study is to simplify and further clarify Bloom’s work, so as to make it more accessible for the
development of applications, variations and extensions. In passing, analogous results are obtained for two equivalences, and
their rooted variants, that bridge the gap between weak and branching bisimulation. Moreover, the method of Aceto et al.
[1] to extract from any GSOS language a finite equational axiomatisation that is sound and complete for strong bisimulation
equivalence on finite processes, is adapted to rooted weak bisimulation equivalence. In the construction fresh function
symbols may need to be added whose transition rules have lookahead and thereby fall outside the GSOS format. To this end,
I extend the RWB cool format with a form of lookahead.
One of the simplifications of Bloom’s formats presented here stems from the observation that the operators in any of
the cool formats can be partitioned in principal operators and abbreviations, such that the abbreviations can be regarded as
syntactic sugar, adding nothing that could not be expressed with principal operators. For any abbreviation f there exists a
principal operator f ⋆ that typically takes more arguments. For instance, f (x1, x2) could be an abbreviation of f ⋆(x1, x1, x2).
The rules for the abbreviations are completely determined by the rules for the principal operators, and for principal operators
patience rules suffice, i.e. one does not need the full generality of bifurcation rules. Moreover, the simply cool formats can
be characterised by the requirement that all operators be principal. These observations make it possible to define the cool
formats of Bloomwithout mentioning bifurcation rules altogether. It also enables a drastic simplification of the congruence
proofs, namely by establishing the congruence results for the simply cool formats first, and reducing the general case to the
simple case by means of some general insights in abbreviation expansion.
In fact, I will present a general algorithm that given any rule format, guaranteeing that a certain equivalence, coarser
than or equal to strong bisimulation equivalence, is a congruence, extends this format with a mechanism for abbreviation
expansion. Bloom’s general formats can then be obtained by applying this algorithm to his simple formats.
Even though any operation that fits the cool formats can also be defined usingmerely the simply cool formats, in practice
it may be handy to work with the full generality of the cool formats. The unary copying operator cp of [6] (page 257) for
instance does not fit the cool formats directly, but can be made to fit by adding an auxiliary binary copying operator to the
language, of which the unary one is an abbreviation. Dumping the abbreviation from the language would appear unnatural
here, as the unary operator motivates the rules for both itself and its binary expansion, the latter being needed merely to
make it work.
Another simplification contributed here is in the description of the RWB cool format. Bloom requires for every operational
rule with target t the existence of two terms t1 and t2, and seven types of derived operational rules. I show that without
limitation of generality it is always possible to choose t2 = t , thereby making four of those seven types of rules redundant.
Thus, the same format is obtained by requiring only t1 and two types of derived rules (the third being a bifurcation rule, that
was already required for its own sake).
After defining the basic concepts in Section 2, I present the congruence proofs for the simply cool languages in Section 3.
To that end, I first prove the result from [6] that strong bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for all GSOS operators. Then
I change this proof inminimal ways so as to obtain the congruence results for the simply cool languages. In doing so, for each
simply cool format I state a lemma that tells exactly what is needed to make the congruence proof work. Section 4 defines
the simply cool formats for the unrooted case, in such a way that the lemmas hold. As an example I show a version of the
language CSP [7,15] to be simply WB cool, implying that weak and branching bisimulation equivalence are congruences on
this language. Section 5 presents the theory of abbreviations that lifts the results from the simple to the general congruence
formats, and Section 6 deals with the rooted congruence formats. Section 7 compares my definitions of the cool formats
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with the ones of Bloom. In Section 8 I generalise the RWB cool format to what I call GSOS languages with lookahead. Section 9
recapitulates the method of [1] to provide finite equational axiomatisations of strong bisimulation equivalence that are
sound and complete for finite processes on an augmentation of any given GSOS language, and Section 10 extends this
work to the rooted weak equivalences. Section 11 discusses extensions of Bloom’s formats that occur in the literature.
Finally, Section 12 presents a fairly intuitive GSOS language for which the existing congruence formats fall short and further
improvement is called for.
2. Preliminaries
In this paper V = {x1, x2, . . .} and Act are two sets of variables and actions.
Definition 1. A signature is a collectionΣ of function symbols f ∉ V equipped with a function ar : Σ → N. The set T(Σ) of
terms over a signatureΣ is defined recursively by:
• V ⊆ T(Σ),
• if f ∈ Σ and t1, . . . , tar(f ) ∈ T(Σ) then f (t1, . . . , tar(f )) ∈ T(Σ).
A term c() is abbreviated as c. For t ∈ T(Σ), var(t) denotes the set of variables that occur in t . T (Σ) is the set of closed
terms over Σ , i.e. the terms p ∈ T(Σ) with var(p) = ∅. A Σ-substitution σ is a partial function from V to T(Σ). If σ is a
substitution and S is any syntactic object, then σ(S) denotes the object obtained from S by replacing, for x in the domain of
σ , every occurrence of x in S by σ(x). In that case σ(S) is called a substitution instance of S. AΣ-substitution is closed if it is
a total function from V to T (Σ).
Definition 2. LetΣ be a signature. A positiveΣ-literal is an expression t a−→ t ′ and a negativeΣ-literal an expression t ̸ a−→
with t, t ′ ∈ T(Σ) and a ∈ Act . A transition rule overΣ is an expression of the form H
α
with H a set ofΣ-literals (the premises
of the rule) and α a positiveΣ-literal (the conclusion). The left- and right-hand side of α are called the source and the target
of the rule, respectively. A rule H
α
withH = ∅ is also written α. A transition system specification (TSS), written (Σ, R), consists
of a signatureΣ and a collection R of transition rules overΣ . A TSS is positive if the premises of its rules are positive.
Definition 3 ([6]). A GSOS rule is a transition rule such that
• its source has the form f (x1, . . . , xar(f ))with f ∈ Σ and xi ∈ V ,• the left-hand sides of its premises are variables xi with 1 ≤ i ≤ ar(f ),• the right-hand sides of its positive premises are variables that that are all distinct, and that do not occur in its source,
• its target only contains variables that also occur in its source or premises.
A GSOS language, or TSS in GSOS format, is a TSS whose rules are GSOS rules.
Definition 4. A transition over a signatureΣ is a closed positiveΣ-literal. With structural recursion on p one defines when
a GSOS languageL generates a transition p
a−→ p′ (notation p a−→L p′):
f (p1, . . . , pn)
a−→L q iff L has a transition rule H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t and there is a closed substitution σ with σ(xi) = pi for
i = 1, . . . , n and σ(t) = q, such that pi c−→L σ(y) for (xi c−→ y) ∈ H and ¬∃r(pi c−→L r) for (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H .
Henceforth a GSOS languageL over a signatureΣ is assumed, and closedΣ-terms will be called processes. The subscriptL
will often be suppressed. Moreover, Act = A .∪ {τ }with τ the silent move or hidden action.
Definition 5. Two processes t and u are weak bisimulation equivalent or weakly bisimilar (t↔w u) if tRu for a symmetric
binary relationR on processes (a weak bisimulation) satisfying, for a ∈ Act ,
if pRq and p
a−→ p′ then there are q1, q2, q′ such that q H⇒ q1 (a)−→ q2 H⇒ q′ and p′Rq′. (∗)
Here p H⇒ p′ abbreviates p = p0 τ−→ p1 τ−→ · · · τ−→ pn = p′ for some n ≥ 0, whereas p (a)−→ p′ abbreviates
(p
a−→ p′) ∨ (a = τ ∧ p = p′).
t and u are η-bisimilar (t↔η u) if in (∗) one additionally requires pRq1;
t and u are delay bisimilar (t↔d u) if in (∗) one additionally requires q2 = q′;
t and u are branching bisimilar (t↔b u) if in (∗) one requires both pRq1 and q2 = q′;
t and u are strongly bisimilar (t↔ u) if in (∗) one simply requires q a−→ q′.
Two processes t and u are rooted weak bisimulation equivalent (t↔rw u), if they satisfy
if t
a−→ t ′ then there are u1, u2, u such that u H⇒ u1 a−→ u2 H⇒ u′ and t ′↔w u′, and
if u
a−→ u′ then there are t1, t2, t such that t H⇒ t1 a−→ t2 H⇒ t ′ and t ′↔w u′.
They are rooted η-bisimilar (t↔rη u) if above one additionally requires u1 = u, t1 = t , and t ′↔η u′, they are rooted delay
bisimilar (t↔rd u) if one requires u2 = u′, t2 = t ′ and t ′↔d u′, and they are rooted branching bisimilar (t↔rb u) if one requires
u1 = u, u2 = u′, t1 = t , t2 = t ′ and t ′↔b u′.
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It is well known and easy to check that the nine relations on processes defined above are equivalence relations indeed
[2,12], and that, for x ∈ {weak, η, delay, branching, strong}, x-bisimulation equivalence is the largest x-bisimulation relation
on processes [13,4,11,12]. Moreover, p↔rx q implies p↔x q.
Definition 6. An equivalence relation∼ on processes is a congruence if for all f ∈ Σ
pi ∼ qi for i = 1, . . . , ar(f )⇒ f (p1, . . . , par(f )) ∼ f (q1, . . . , qar(f )).
This is equivalent to the requirement that for all t ∈ T(Σ) and closed substitutions σ , ν : V → T (Σ)
σ (x) = ν(x) for x ∈ var(t)⇒ σ(t) = ν(t).
This note, and Bloom [5], deal with syntactic conditions on GSOS languages that guarantee that the equivalence notions of
Definition 5 are congruences.
3. The congruence proofs for the simply cool rule formats
In this section I first prove the result from [6] that strong bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for all GSOS operators.
Then I change this proof inminimal ways so as to obtain the congruence results for the simply cool GSOS languages. In doing
so, for each simply cool GSOS format I state a lemma that tells exactly what is needed to make the congruence proof work.
Later on, the simply cool congruence formats will be defined in such a way that these lemmas hold.
Theorem 1 ([6]). On any GSOS language, strong bisimulation equivalence is a congruence.
Proof. LetR be the smallest relation on processes satisfying
• if p↔ q then pRq, and
• if piRqi for i = 1, . . . , ar(f ) then f (p1, . . . , par(f ))Rf (q1, . . . , qar(f )).
It suffices to show that R is a strong bisimulation, because this implies that R equals ↔ , and by construction R is a
congruence. Because↔ is symmetric, so isR. So it remains to show that
if pRq and p
a−→ p′, with a ∈ Act , then there is a q′ such that q a−→ q′ and p′Rq′.
This I will do with induction on the number of applications of the second clause in the definition ofR above in establishing
that pRq. Note that this number is the same for qRp.
Base case: Let p↔ q and p a−→ p′. Using that ↔ is a strong bisimulation, there must be a process q′ such that q a−→ q′
and p′↔ q′, hence p′Rq′.
Induction step: Let p = f (p1, . . . , pn) and q = f (q1, . . . , qn)where piRqi for i = 1, . . . , n, and piRqi is established in less
applications of the second step than pRq. By induction, one may assume
if pi
c−→ p′ then there is a q′ such that qi c−→ q′ and p′Rq′ (1)
if qi
c−→ q′ then there is a p′ such that pi c−→ p′ and p′Rq′ (2)
for i = 1, . . . , n and c ∈ Act . Let p a−→ p′. By Definition 4, there must be a rule H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t inL and a closed substitution
σ with σ(xi) = pi for i = 1, . . . , n and σ(t) = p′, such that pi c−→ σ(y) for (xi c−→ y) ∈ H and ¬∃r(pi c−→ r) for
(xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H .
For (xi
c−→ y) ∈ H , using that pi c−→ σ(y), by (1) there is a qy such that qi c−→ qy and σ(y)Rqy.
For (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H , using that ¬∃r(pi c−→ r), by (2) there cannot be an s ∈ T (Σ) with qi c−→ s. Let ν be a substitution
with ν(xi) = qi for i = 1, . . . , n and ν(y) = qy if y is the right-hand side of a premise in H , taking ν(z) = σ(z) for all
other variables z; by the third clause of Definition 3 such a substitution ν does indeed exist. I now have σ(x)Rν(x) for all
x ∈ V , and hence σ(t)Rν(t) by the definition ofR. Take q′ = ν(t). So p′Rq′. Moreover, qi c−→ ν(y) for (xi c−→ y) ∈ H and
¬∃r(qi c−→ r) for (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H . Thus, by Definition 4, q = f (q1, . . . , qn) a−→ ν(t) = q′. 
In Sections 4 and 6 I define 8 simply cool formats in such a way that the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2. On any simply WB cool GSOS language, ↔w is a congruence.
On any simply RWB cool GSOS language, ↔rw is a congruence.
On any simply DB cool GSOS language, ↔d is a congruence.
On any simply RDB cool GSOS language, ↔rd is a congruence.
On any simply HB cool GSOS language, ↔η is a congruence.
On any simply RHB cool GSOS language, ↔rη is a congruence.
On any simply BB cool GSOS language, ↔b is a congruence.
On any simply RBB cool GSOS language, ↔rb is a congruence.
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The proofs are simple variations of the proof of Theorem 1 that merely require the following lemmas. These lemmas could
have been taken as definitions of the simply cool rule formats, albeit not very syntactic ones. The real definitions will consist
of the simplest syntactic requirements that guarantee these lemmas to hold. For now, all one needs to know about the cool
formats is that
• (simply) WB, RWB, DB, RDB, HB and BB cool GSOS languages are required to be positive—hence one does not need a
counterpart of Eq. (2) above,
• the targets of all rules in simply RXB languages (X ∈ {W, D, H, B}) belong to a simply XB cool sublanguage,
• the simply XB cool languages only have rules of the form {xi
ci−→yi|i∈I}
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t for I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}.
I write p H⇒ a−→ p′ for ∃ppre(p H⇒ ppre a−→ p′), and similarly for other relation compositions.
LemmaWB. Let L be simply WB cool, let H
s
a−→t be a rule in L, and let ν be a closed substitution. If for each premise x
c−→ y in
H one has ν(x) H⇒ (c)−→H⇒ ν(y), then ν(s) H⇒ (a)−→H⇒ ν(t).
Lemma RWB. Let L be simply RWB cool, let H
s
a−→t be a rule in L, and let ν be a closed substitution. If for each premise x
c−→ y
in H one has ν(x) H⇒ c−→H⇒ ν(y), then ν(s) H⇒ a−→H⇒ ν(t).
Lemma DB. LetL be simply DB cool, let H
s
a−→t be a rule inL, and let ν be a closed substitution. If for each premise x
c−→ y in H
one has ν(x) H⇒ (c)−→ ν(y), then ν(s) H⇒ (a)−→ ν(t).
Lemma RDB. LetL be simply RDB cool, let H
s
a−→t be a rule inL, and let ν be a closed substitution. If for each premise x
c−→ y in
H one has ν(x) H⇒ c−→ ν(y), then ν(s) H⇒ a−→ ν(t).
Lemma HB. Let L be simply HB cool, let {xi
ci−→yi|i∈I}
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t be a rule in L, and let ρ, ν be closed substitutions satisfying ρ(xi) H⇒
ν(xi)
(ci)−→H⇒ ν(yi) for i ∈ I and ρ(xi) = ν(xi) for i ∉ I . Then ρ(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒ ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) (a)−→H⇒ ν(t).
Lemma RHB. LetL be simply RHB cool, let H
s
a−→t be a rule inL, and let ν be a closed substitution such that ν(x)
c−→H⇒ ν(y)
for each positive premise x
c−→ y in H and ¬∃r (ν(x) ̸ c−→ r) for each negative premise x ̸ c−→ in H. Then ν(s) a−→H⇒ ν(t).
Lemma BB. Let L be simply BB cool, let {xi
ci−→yi|i∈I}
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t be a rule in L, and let ρ, ν be closed substitutions satisfying ρ(xi) H⇒
ν(xi)
(ci)−→ ν(yi) for i ∈ I and ρ(xi) = ν(xi) for i ∉ I . Then ρ(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒ ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) (a)−→ ν(t).
Lemma RBB. Let L be simply RBB cool, let H
s
a−→t be a rule in L, and let ν be a closed substitution such that ν(x)
c−→ ν(y) for
each positive premise x
c−→ y in H and ¬∃r (ν(x) ̸ c−→ r) for each negative premise x ̸ c−→ in H. Then ν(s) a−→ ν(t).
By Definition 4, the last lemma holds trivially. The others will be obtained in Sections 4 and 6. With these lemmas the proof
of Theorem 2 is easy. I will only present the representative cases of (rooted) weak and branching bisimulation equivalence.
Theorem 2WB. On any simply WB cool GSOS language, ↔w is a congruence.
Proof. LetR be the smallest relation on processes satisfying
• if p↔w q then pRq, and• if piRqi for i = 1, . . . , ar(f ) then f (p1, . . . , par(f ))Rf (q1, . . . , qar(f )).
It suffices to show that R is a weak bisimulation, because this implies that R equals ↔w , and by construction R is a
congruence. Because↔w is symmetric, so isR. So it remains to show that
if pRq and p
a−→ p′, then there is a q′ such that q H⇒ (a)−→H⇒ q′ and p′Rq′.
This I will do with induction on the number of applications of the second clause in the definition ofR above in establishing
pRq.
Base case: Let p ↔w q and p a−→ p′. Using that ↔w is a weak bisimulation, there must be a process q′ such that
q H⇒ (a)−→H⇒ q′ and p′↔w q′, hence p′Rq′.
Induction step: Let p = f (p1, . . . , pn) and q = f (q1, . . . , qn)where piRqi for i = 1, . . . , n, and piRqi is established in less
applications of the second step than pRq. By induction, one may assume
if pi
ci−→ p′i then there is a q′i such that qi H⇒
(ci)−→H⇒ q′i and p′iRq′i (3)
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for i = 1, . . . , n and ci ∈ Act . Let p a−→ p′. By Definition 4, there must be a rule {xi
ci−→yi|i∈I}
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t inL and a closed substitution
σ with σ(xi) = pi for i = 1, . . . , n and σ(t) = p′, such that pi ci−→ σ(yi) for i ∈ I . So by (3), for i ∈ I there is a q′i
such that qi H⇒ (ci)−→H⇒ q′i and σ(yi)Rq′i . Let ν be a substitution with ν(xi) = qi for i = 1, . . . , n and ν(yi) = q′i for
i ∈ I , taking ν(z) = σ(z) for all other variables z. I now have σ(x)Rν(x) for all x ∈ V , and hence σ(t)Rν(t) by the
definition of R. Take q′ = ν(t). Then p′Rq′. Moreover, ν(xi) H⇒ (ci)−→H⇒ ν(yi) for each i ∈ I . Thus, by Lemma WB,
q = ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒ (a)−→H⇒ ν(t) = q′. 
Theorem 2RWB. On any simply RWB cool GSOS language, ↔rw is a congruence.
Proof. Let f be an operator of arity n, and let pi↔rw qi for i = 1, . . . , n. I have to show that f (p1, . . . , pn)↔rw f (q1, . . . , qn).
Let f (p1, . . . , pn)
a−→ p′. By Definition 4, there must be a rule H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t inL and a closed substitution σ with σ(xi) = pi
for i = 1, . . . , n and σ(t) = p′, such that pi c−→ σ(y) for (xi c−→ y) ∈ H . For any (xi c−→ y) ∈ H , using that pi↔rw qi, there
is a qy such that qi H⇒ c−→H⇒ qy and σ(y)↔w qy. Let ν be a substitution with ν(xi) = qi for i = 1, . . . , n and ν(y) = qy
if y is the right-hand side of a premise in H , taking ν(z) = σ(z) for all other variables z; by the last clause of Definition 3
such a substitution ν does indeed exist. I now have σ(x)↔w ν(x) for all x ∈ V , and hence σ(t)↔w ν(t) by Theorem 2WB.
Take q′ = ν(t). So p′↔w q′. Moreover, ν(xi) H⇒ c−→H⇒ ν(y) for each premise (xi c−→ y) ∈ H . Thus, by Lemma RWB,
f (q1, . . . , qn) = ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒ a−→H⇒ ν(t) = q′.
The case assuming f (q1, . . . , qn)
a−→ q′ follows by symmetry. 
Theorem 2BB. On any simply BB cool GSOS language, ↔b is a congruence.
Proof. LetR be the smallest relation on processes satisfying
• if p↔b q then pRq, and
• if piRqi for i = 1, . . . , ar(f ) then f (p1, . . . , par(f ))Rf (q1, . . . , qar(f )).
It suffices to show thatR is a branching bisimulation, because this implies thatR equals ↔b , and by constructionR is a
congruence. Because↔b is symmetric, so isR. So it remains to show that
if pRq and p
a−→ p′ then there are qpre, q′ such that q H⇒ qpre (a)−→ q′, pRqpre and p′Rq′.
This I will do with induction on the number of applications of the second clause in the definition ofR above in establishing
pRq.
Base case: Let p↔b q and p a−→ p′. Using that↔b is a branching bisimulation, there must be processes qpre, q′ such that
q H⇒ qpre (a)−→ q′, p↔b qpre and p′↔b q′, hence pRqpre and p′Rq′.
Induction step: Let p = f (p1, . . . , pn) and q = f (q1, . . . , qn)where piRqi for i = 1, . . . , n, and piRqi is established in less
applications of the second step than pRq. By induction, one may assume
if pi
ci−→ p′i then there are qprei , q′i such that qi H⇒ qprei
(ci)−→ q′i , piRqprei and p′iRq′i (4)
for i = 1, . . . , n and ci ∈ Act . Let p a−→ p′. By Definition 4, there must be a rule {xi
ci−→yi|i∈I}
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t inL and a closed substitution
σ with σ(xi) = pi for i = 1, . . . , n and σ(t) = p′, such that pi ci−→ σ(yi) for i ∈ I . So by (4), for i ∈ I there are qprei , q′i
such that qi H⇒ qprei
(ci)−→ q′i , piRqprei and σ(yi)Rq′i . Let ν be a substitution with ν(xi) = qprei and ν(yi) = q′i for i ∈ I and
ν(xi) = qi for i ∉ I , taking ν(z) = σ(z) for all other variables z. I now have σ(x)Rν(x) for all x ∈ V , and hence σ(t)Rν(t)
and σ(f (x1, . . . , xn)Rν(f (x1, . . . , xn) by the definition of R. Take qpre = ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) and q′ = ν(t). So pRqpre and
p′Rq′. Moreover, qi H⇒ ν(xi) (ci)−→ ν(y) for each i ∈ I . Thus Lemma BB, taking ρ to be a closed substitution with ρ(xi) = qi,
yields q H⇒ qpre (a)−→ q′. 
Theorem 2RBB. On any simply RBB cool GSOS language, ↔rb is a congruence.
Proof. Let f be an operator of arity n, and let pi↔rb qi for i = 1, . . . , n. I have to show that f (p1, . . . , pn)↔rb f (q1, . . . , qn).
Let f (p1, . . . , pn)
a−→ p′. By Definition 4, there must be a rule H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t inL and a closed substitution σ with σ(xi) = pi
for i = 1, . . . , n and σ(t) = p′, such that pi c−→ σ(y) for (xi c−→ y) ∈ H and ¬∃r(pi c−→ r) for (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H .
For any (xi
c−→ y) ∈ H , using that pi↔rb qi, there is a qy such that qi c−→ qy and σ(y)↔b qy.
For any (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H , using that pi↔rb qi, there can not be a s ∈ T (Σ)with qi c−→ s.
Let ν be a substitution with ν(xi) = qi for i = 1, . . . , n and ν(y) = qy if y is the right-hand side of a premise in H , taking
ν(z) = σ(z) for all other variables z; by the last clause of Definition 3 such a substitution ν does indeed exist. I now have
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σ(x)↔b ν(x) for all x ∈ V , and hence σ(t)↔b ν(t) by Theorem 2BB. Take q′ = ν(t). So p′↔b q′. Moreover, ν(xi) c−→ ν(y)
for each premise xi
c−→ y in H and ¬∃r(ν(xi) c−→ r) for each premise xi ̸ c−→ in H . Thus, by Lemma RBB, or Definition 4,
f (q1, . . . , qn) = ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) a−→ ν(t) = q′.
The case assuming f (q1, . . . , qn)
a−→ q′ follows by symmetry. 
4. Simply cool GSOS languages
In this section I will define the simply XB cool rule formats (X ∈ {W, D, H, B}) and show that they satisfy Lemma XB. Let
L be a positive GSOS language.
Definition 7. For an operator f inL, the rules of f are the rules inLwith source f (x1, . . . , xar(f )).
• An operator inL is straight if it has no rules inwhich a variable occursmultiple times in the left-hand side of its premises.
A operator is smooth if moreover it has no rules in which a variable occurs both in the target and in the left-hand side of
a premise.
• An argument i ∈ N of an operator f is active if f has a rule in which xi appears as left-hand side of a premise.
• A variable x occurring in a term t is receiving in t if t is the target of a rule in L in which x is the right-hand side of
a premise. An argument i ∈ N of an operator f is receiving if a variable x is receiving in a term t that has a subterm
f (v1, . . . , vn)with x occurring in vi.
• A rule of the form xi τ−→y
f (x1,...,xn)
τ−→f (x1,...,xn)[y/xi]
with 1 ≤ i ≤ n is called a patience rule for the ith argument of f . Here t[y/x]
denotes term t with all occurrences of x replaced by y.
Non-straight operators in positive GSOS languages rarely occur in the literature.
Definition 8. A GSOS languageL is simply WB cool if it is positive and
1. all operators inL are straight,
2. patience rules are the only rules inLwith τ -premises,
3. every active argument of an operator has a patience rule,
4. every receiving argument of an operator has a patience rule,
5. all operators inL are smooth.
The formats simply DB cool, simply HB cool and simply BB cool are defined likewise, but skipping Clause 4 for DB and BB, and
Clause 5 for HB and BB.
The simply WB and BB cool formats above coincide with the ones of [5], whereas the simply DB cool format coincides with
the eb format of [19].
Example 1. Consider the following fragment of the language Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP), for a given set A of
visible actions. The set P of CSP expressions is defined inductively by
0 ∈ P (inaction)
a.P ∈ P for a ∈ A and P ∈ P (action prefix)
P ⊓ Q ∈ P for P,Q ∈ P (internal choice)
P  Q ∈ P for P,Q ∈ P (external choice)
P‖SQ ∈ P for P,Q ∈ P and S ⊆ A (parallel composition)
P\a ∈ P for P ∈ P and a ∈ A (abstraction)
Roughly, the meaning of these process constructions is as follows. The process 0 never performs any actions. a.P denotes a
process which first performs the action a and then behaves as P . P ⊓ Q is a process that first makes a choice between P and
Q and subsequently behaves like the chosen process. P Q is a process that behaves either like P or like Q , the choice being
made by the occurrence of any visible action of either P or Q , which in turn may be influenced by the environment. P‖SQ
denotes the parallel composition of processes P and Q . Actions a ∈ S enforce synchronisation between P and Q ; they can
only happen when both arguments can partake in performing them. Actions a ∉ S of either P and Q will be interleaved. P\a
behaves like P , but with the action amade invisible or internal.
The following operational semantics of CSP stems from Olderog and Hoare [15]; it is shown to be consistent with the
original denotational semantics of Hoare et al. [7]. It models the making of an internal choice through an internal action
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τ ∉ A and captures the interplay between internal and external choice by assuming that in P  Q , as long as no visible
actions occurs, the internal actions of P and Q happen in parallel. Below, a and b range over Act = A .∪ {τ }.
a.x1
a−→ x1 x1 ⊓ x2 τ−→ x1 x1 ⊓ x2 τ−→ x2
x1
a−→ y1
x1  x2
a−→ y1
(a ≠ τ) x2
a−→ y2
x1  x2
a−→ y2
(a ≠ τ) x1
τ−→ y1
x1  x2
τ−→ y1  x2
x2
τ−→ y2
x1  x2
τ−→ x1  y2
x1
a−→ y1
x1‖Sx2 a−→ y1‖Sx2
(a ∉ S) x2
a−→ y2
x1‖Sx2 a−→ x1‖Sy2
(a ∉ S) x1
a−→ y1 x2 a−→ y2
x1‖Sx2 a−→ y1‖Sy2
(a ∈ S)
x1
a−→ y1
x1\a τ−→ y1\a
x1
b−→ y1
x1\a b−→ y1\a
(b ≠ a).
This makes CSP into a WB cool GSOS language. Hence,↔w ,↔d ,↔η and↔b are congruences on this language.
Example 2. The GSOS languagewith 0, action prefix operators a.P for a∈Act and the unary operator nwith rules x1 τ−→y1
n(x1)
τ−→n(y1)
and x1 ̸
a−→
n(x1)
c−→0 (for a specific action a) is not positive, but otherwisemeets the requirements of Definition 8. Yet,
↔w ,↔d ,↔η
and↔b fail to be congruences on this language. Namely a.0↔b τ .a.0 yet n(a.0)↮w n(τ .a.0), as only the latter process can
perform a c-transition. (Here I use that↔b is the finest equivalence of↔w ,↔d ,↔η and↔b , and↔w the coarsest. Thus
we have a.0↔x τ .a.0 yet n(a.0)↮x n(τ .a.0) for any x ∈ {w, d, η, b}.) This shows that the requirement that L be positive
cannot simply be skipped.
Example 3. An operator q with a rules x1
τ−→y1
q(x1)
τ−→q(y1)
and x1
a−→y, x1 b−→z
q(x1)
c−→q(y) (for three specific actions a, b, c ∈ A) would not be
straight, although it satisfies the other requirements of Definition 8. A process p with p
a−→ q and p b−→ r (and no other
outgoing transitions) is branching bisimilar to processes p′ as well as p′′ with p′ τ−→ p′′, p′′ τ−→ p′, p′ a−→ q and p′′ b−→ r
(and p′ and p′′ having no other outgoing transitions). Yet q(p) can do a c-action, whereas q(p′) cannot. This shows that in
general ↔w , ↔d , ↔η and ↔b fail to be congruences on languages incorporating this operator. Hence requirement 1 of
Definition 8 cannot be skipped.
Example 4. The GSOS language with 0, action prefix operators a.P for a ∈ Act and the unary operator m with rules
x1
τ−→y1
m(x1)
τ−→m(y1)
and x1
τ−→y1
m(x)
c−→m(y1)
fails requirement 2 of Definition 8 only. As 0↔b τ .0 but m(0)↮w m(τ .0), given that only the
latter process can do a c-transition, ↔w , ↔d , ↔η and ↔b fail to be congruences on this language. Thus also requirement
2 cannot be skipped.
Example 5. The GSOS language with 0, action prefix operators a.P for a∈Act and the unary operator iwith rule x1 a−→y1
i(x)
c−→0 , and
no patience rule, fails requirement 3 of Definition 8 only, considering that the argument of i is active but not receiving. As
a.0↔b τ .a.0 but i(a.0)↮w i(τ .a.0), given that only the former process can ever do a c-transition, ↔w , ↔d , ↔η and ↔b
fail to be congruences on this language. Thus also requirement 3 cannot be skipped.
Example 6. The GSOS language with 0, , ⊓, action prefix operators a.P for a ∈ Act and the unary operators f , g with rules
x1
τ−→y1
f (x1)
τ−→f (y1)
, x1
a−→y1
f (x1)
a−→g(y1)
and g(x)
c−→ x, fails requirement 4 of Definition 8 only, considering that the argument of g is
receiving but not active. Hence↔d and↔b are congruences on this language. One has a.(b.0⊓d.0)↔η a.(b.0⊓d.0)a.b.0,
yet
f (a.(b.0 ⊓ d.0))↔ a.c.(b.0 ⊓ d.0)↮w a.c.(b.0 ⊓ d.0)  a.c.b.0↔ f (a.(b.0 ⊓ d.0)  a.b.0)
given that only the right-hand process can do an a-transition (possibly followed or preceded by internal actions) and reach
a state in which the possibility to ever do a d-transition is ruled out. Hence ↔w and ↔η fail to be congruences on this
language. Thus also requirement 4 cannot be skipped for the simply WB and HB cool formats.
Example 7. An example of a straight but not smooth operator is the operator s of [12, Section 10(4)] that allows a process
(its argument) to proceed normally, but in addition can report that the process is ready to perform a visible action, without
actually doing it. It supposes an alphabet Act = L .∪ {Can do ‘a’ | a ∈ L} .∪ {τ }, and its rules are
x
a−→ y
s(x)
a−→ s(y)
(a ∈ Act) x
a−→ y
s(x)
Can do ‘a’−−−−→ s(x)
(a ∈ L)
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It is not smooth because in the latter rule x occurs in the target as well as in the left-hand side of its premise. The GSOS
language that combines this operator with 0, action prefix operators a.P for a ∈ Act , and constants p and q with rules
p
a−→ 0, p τ−→ b.0, q a−→ 0, q τ−→ b.0 and q b−→ 0, satisfies requirements 1–4 of Definition 8 but not requirement 5.
Hence ↔η and ↔b are congruences on this language. Yet ↔d and ↔w are not, for p↔d q whereas s(p)↮w s(q). Namely
only s(q) can report ‘‘can do ‘b’’’ and then do a (see Figure 7 in [12]). Thus also requirement 5 cannot be skipped for the
simply WB and DB cool formats.
Lemma 1. Suppose L satisfies Clause 4 in the definition of simply WB cool above, and let µ, ν be closed substitutions. If
µ(y) H⇒ ν(y) for every y ∈ var(t) that is receiving in t, and µ(x) = ν(x) for every x ∈ var(t) that is not receiving in t,
then µ(t) H⇒ ν(t).
Proof. By structural induction on t . If t is a variable, the statement follows by assumption.
Otherwise, t = f (t1, . . . , tn). It suffices to show that for i = 1, . . . , n one has
f (ν(t1), . . . , ν(ti−1), µ(ti), µ(ti+1), . . . , µ(tn)) H⇒ f (ν(t1), ...ν(ti−1), ν(ti), µ(ti+1), . . . , µ(tn)). (5)
If ti contains no variable that is receiving in t , then µ(ti) = ν(ti) by assumption, which yields (5). If ti does contain such a
variable, then, by definition, i is a receiving argument of f . By induction, µ(ti) H⇒ ν(ti), and the patience rule for the ith
argument of f yields (5). 
Proof of LemmaWB: LetL be simplyWB cool, let r = {xi
ci−→yi|i∈I}
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t be a rule inL and letµ, ν be closed substitutions such
that
• ν(xi) H⇒ µ(xi) (ci)−→ µ(yi) H⇒ ν(yi) for i ∈ I ,
• ν(x) = µ(x) for all variables x that do not occur in the premises of r .
I need to show that ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒ (a)−→H⇒ ν(t).
In case r is a patience rule—so I = {k}, ck = τ and t = f (x1, . . . , xn)[yk/xk]with 1 ≤ k ≤ n—one has ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒
µ(f (x1, . . . , xn))
(τ )−→ µ(f (x1, . . . , xn)[yk/xk]) H⇒ ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)[yk/xk]) by repeated application of r .
Otherwise,
(c)−→= c−→ by Clause 2 of Definition 8. Now ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒ µ(f (x1, . . . , xn)) by Clause 3, and
µ(f (x1, . . . , xn))
a−→ µ(t) by application of r . Clause 5 yields that µ(x) = ν(x) for all variables x ∈ var(t) that are not
receiving in t , so µ(t) H⇒ ν(t) by Lemma 1. 
The Proof of Lemma DB proceeds likewise, but takingµ(x) = ν(x) for all variables x that do not occur in the left-hand side
of premises. Clause 5 now implies that µ(t) = ν(t). 
Proof of Lemma HB: Let L be simply HB cool, let r = {xi
ci−→yi|i∈I}
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t be a rule in L and let ρ,µ, ν be closed substitutions
such that
• ρ(xi) H⇒ ν(xi) (ci)−→ µ(yi) H⇒ ν(yi) for i ∈ I ,
• ρ(xi) = ν(xi) = µ(xi) for i ∉ I , and
• ν(x) = µ(x) for all variables x that do not occur as right-hand sides of premises in H .
I need to show that ρ(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒ ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) (a)−→H⇒ ν(t).
Note that ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) = µ(f (x1, . . . , xn)).
In case r is a patience rule—so I = {k}, ck = τ and t = f (x1, . . . , xn)[yk/xk]with 1 ≤ k ≤ n—onehasρ(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒
ν(f (x1, . . . , xn))
(τ )−→ µ(f (x1, . . . , xn)[yk/xk]) H⇒ ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)[yk/xk]) by repeated application of r .
Otherwise,
(c)−→= c−→ by Clause 2 of Definition 8. Now ρ(f (x1, . . . , xn)) H⇒ ν(f (x1, . . . , xn)) by Clause 3,
ν(f (x1, . . . , xn))
a−→ µ(t) by application of r; and µ(t) H⇒ ν(t) by Lemma 1. 
The Proof of Lemma BB proceeds likewise, but omitting µ. 
5. Cool GSOS languages
In this section I will extend the simply XB cool rule formats to XB cool rule formats and establish the associated
congruence theorems (X ∈ {W, D, H, B}).
Definition 9. A GSOS language is two-tiered if its operators are partitioned into abbreviations and principal operators, and for
every abbreviation f a principal operator f ⋆ is specified, togetherwith a substitution σf : {x1, . . . , xar(f ⋆)} → {x1, . . . , xar(f )},
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such that the rules of f are
σf (H)
f (x1, . . . , xar(f ))
a−→ σf (t)
 Hf ⋆(x1, . . . , xar(f ⋆)) a−→ t is a rule of f ⋆

.
Write f (i) for the j such that σf (xi) = xj; take f ⋆ = f and f (i) = i in case f is a principal operator.
Trivially, any positive GSOS language can be extended (straightened) to a two-tiered GSOS language whose principal
operators are (straight and) smooth [1].
Example 8. LetL have a binary operator f with as only rule x1
a−→y, x1 b−→z
f (x1,x2)
a−→f (x1,(f (y,x2))
.
ThenL can be straightened by adding a operator f ⋆ with rule x1
a−→y, x2 b−→z
f ⋆(x1,x2,x3,x4)
a−→f (x3,f (y,x4))
.
In this case σf (x4) = x2 and σf (x1) = σf (x2) = σf (x3) = x1.
Equally trivial, f (p1, . . . , par(f ))
a−→ t iff f ⋆(pf (1), . . . , pf (ar(f ⋆))) a−→ t;
so f (p1, . . . , par(f ))↔ f ⋆(pf (1), . . . , pf (ar(f ⋆))).
Definition 10. A two-tiered GSOS languageL isWB cool if it is positive and
1. all principal operators inL are straight,
2. patience rules are the only rules of principal operators with τ -premises,
3. every active argument of a principal operator has a patience rule,
4. if argument f (i) of operator f is receiving, then argument i of f ⋆ has a patience rule,
5. all principal operators inL are smooth.
The formats DB cool, HB cool and BB cool are defined likewise, but skipping Clause 4 for DB and BB, and Clause 5 for HB and
BB. Clause 4 may be weakened slightly; see Section 5.2.
Note that the simply cool formats defined before are exactly the cool formats with the extra restriction that all operators
are principal.
Theorem 3. On any WB cool GSOS language, weak bisimulation equivalence is a congruence.
On any DB cool GSOS language, delay bisimulation equivalence is a congruence.
On any HB cool GSOS language, η-bisimulation equivalence is a congruence.
On any BB cool GSOS language, branching bisimulation equivalence is a congruence.
Given that the cool GSOS languages differ from the simply cool GSOS languages only by the addition of operators that can be
regarded as syntactic sugar, the theorems above are a simple consequence of the corresponding theorems for simply cool
GSOS languages. Below I go through the details.
Definition 11. Let L be a two-tiered GSOS language, with signature Σ . Let Σ⋆ be the subcollection of principal operators
in Σ , and Σ∗ = {f ∗ | f ∈ Σ⋆} be a collection of fresh names for the latter. For f ∈ Σ an abbreviation, write f ∗ for (f ⋆)∗.
Define the translation ∗ : T (Σ) → T (Σ∗) recursively by x∗ = x for x ∈ V and (f (t1, . . . , tar(f )))∗ = f ∗(t∗f (1), . . . , t∗f (ar(f ∗))).
LetL∗ be the GSOS language with signatureΣ∗ and rules H
f ∗(x1,...,xar(f ))
a−→t∗ for f ∈ Σ
⋆ and H
f (x1,...,xar(f ))
a−→t a rule ofL.
Observation 1. LetL be XB cool, with X ∈ {W, D, H, B}. ThenL∗ is simply XB cool.
Any equivalence relation ∼ on processes defined in terms of the transitions between them, naturally extends to an
equivalence relation on the disjoint union of T (Σ) and T (Σ∗), with L generating the transitions between processes from
T (Σ) andL∗ generating the transitions between processes from T (Σ)∗ (see Definition 4).
Lemma 2. LetL be a two-tiered GSOS language, with signatureΣ . Then p∗ a−→L∗ p′next iff ∃pnext(p′next = p∗next∧p a−→L pnext).
Proof. Note that any term in L∗ has the form t∗, with t a term in L, uniquely determined by t∗. Using this, the statement
of the lemma can be simplified to p∗ a−→L∗ p∗next iff p a−→L pnext.
‘‘If’’: Suppose p∗ a−→L∗ p∗next. Let p∗ := f ∗(p∗1, . . . , p∗n). By Definition 4,L∗ has a transition rule Hf ∗(x1,...,xn) a−→t∗ and there
is a closed substitution σ ∗ : V → T(Σ∗)with σ ∗(xi) = p∗i for i = 1, . . . , n and σ ∗(t∗) = p∗next, such that p∗i c−→L σ ∗(y) for
(xi
c−→ y) ∈ H and ¬∃r∗(p∗i c−→L r∗) for (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H . Let σ : V → T(Σ) be the closed substitution with σ ∗(x) = σ(x)∗
for all x ∈ V . Then σ(t)= pnext. By induction, pi c−→L σ(y) for (xi c−→ y) ∈ H and¬∃r(pi c−→L r) for (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H . Using
Definition 11,Lmust have a transition rule H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t . So by Definition 4, p = f (p1, . . . , pn)
a−→L pnext.
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‘‘Only if’’: Suppose p
a−→L pnext. Let p := f (p1, . . . , pn). I first deal with the case that f ∈ Σ⋆. By Definition 4, L has
a transition rule H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t and there is a closed substitution σ : V → T(Σ) with σ(xi) = pi for i = 1, . . . , n and
σ(t) = pnext, such that pi c−→L σ(y) for (xi c−→ y) ∈ H and ¬∃r(pi c−→L r) for (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H . Let σ ∗ : V → T(Σ∗)
be the closed substitution with σ ∗(x) = σ(x)∗ for all x ∈ V . Then σ ∗(t∗) = p∗next. By induction, p∗i c−→L σ ∗(y) for
(xi
c−→ y) ∈ H and¬∃r∗(p∗i c−→L r∗) for (xi ̸ c−→) ∈ H . Using Definition 11,L∗ must have a transition rule Hf ∗(x1,...,xn) a−→t∗ .
So by Definition 4, p∗ = f ∗(p∗1, . . . , p∗n) a−→L∗ p∗next.
Next, consider the case that f ∉ Σ⋆. Then q a−→L pnext with q := f ⋆(pf (1), . . . , pf (ar(f ⋆))). As f ⋆ ∈ Σ⋆, the previous case
of this proof yields q∗ a−→L∗ p∗next. But p∗ = f ∗(t∗f (1), . . . , t∗f (ar(f ∗))) = q∗, by Definition 11. 
Corollary 1. Let L be a two-tired GSOS language, and ∼ be any equivalence relation on processes satisfying p↔ q ⇒ p ∼ q.
Then p∗ ∼ q∗ iff p ∼ q.
Proof. We have p↔ p∗ for all p ∈ T (Σ), because the relation {(p, p∗), (p∗, p) | p ∈ T (Σ)} is a strong bisimulation by
Lemma 2. Hence if p ∼ q then p∗↔ p ∼ q↔ q∗, implying p∗ ∼ q∗, and if p∗ ∼ q∗ then p↔ p∗ ∼ q∗↔ q, implying p ∼ q. 
Corollary 2. Let L be a two-tiered GSOS language such that ∼ is a congruence on L∗, for ∼ an equivalence relation satisfying
p↔ q ⇒ p ∼ q. Then∼ is a congruence onL.
Proof. Let ar(f ) = n. Suppose pi ∼ qi for i = 1, . . . , n. By Corollary 1, p∗i ∼ q∗i for i = 1, . . . , n. By assumption,
(f (p1, . . . , pn))∗ ∼ (f (q1, . . . , qn))∗. Thus, by Corollary 1, f (p1, . . . , pn) ∼ f (q1, . . . , qn). 
Proof of Theorem 3: LetL be XB cool, with X ∈ {W, D, H, B}. By Observation 1,L∗ is simply XB cool. So by Theorem 2,↔X
is a congruence onL∗. Apply Corollary 2. 
In fact, Theorem 3 can be obtained as an instance of a more general theorem.
Theorem 4. Let∼ be any equivalence relation on processes defined in terms of the transitions between them, satisfying p↔ q ⇒
p ∼ q, and let F be a format on transition system specifications, so that on any language in F-format, ∼ is a congruence. Define
a two-tiered language L to be in the two-tiered F-format iff L∗ is in F-format. Now ∼ is a congruence on any language in the
two-tiered F-format.
This follows by the very same proof as of Theorem 3. Note that the XB cool format is exactly the two-tiered simply XB cool
format, for X ∈ {W ,D, B,H}.
5.1. Bifurcation rules
Let L be BB cool. If argument f (i) of operator f is active, then argument i of f ⋆ must also be active, so Clause 3 of
Definition 10 says that f ⋆ has a patience rule xi
τ−→y
f ⋆(x1,...,xn)
τ−→f ⋆(x1,...,xn)[y/xi]
. By Definition 9 this implies that f must have a rule
xf (i)
τ−→y
f (x1,...,xar(f ))
τ−→σf (f ⋆(x1,...,xn)[y/xi])
.
This rule is called a bifurcation rule of f [5].
By Clause 2 of Definition 10, bifurcation rules are the only rules of f with τ -premises.
5.2. A small extension
Say that an argument i of an operator f is ignored if f ⋆ has no argument kwith f (k) = i. In that case there can be no rule
with source f (x1, . . . , xar(f )) with xi in its premises or in its target. A subterm u of a term t is irrelevant if occurs within an
ignored argument vi of a subterm f (v1, . . . , var(f )) of t . Now Definition 7 of an argument of an operator being receiving may
be strengthened by replacing ‘‘a subterm f (v1, . . . , vn)with x occurring in vi’’ by ‘‘a relevant subterm f (v1, . . . , vn)with x a
relevant subterm of vi’’. This yields a slight weakening of Clause 4 in Definition 10. The weakened clause is still sufficient to
obtain Observation 1 and hence Theorem 3.
Example 9. LetL have a rule x1
a−→y
g(x1)
a−→f (h(f (x1,y)),k(y))
. By Definition 7 both the arguments of h and k are receiving, so Clause 4
in Definition 10 demands patience rules for both h⋆ and k⋆. Now suppose that h⋆ = h, k⋆ = k, ar(f ⋆) = 1 and σf (x1) = x1.
This means that f (x1, x2) is an abbreviation for f ⋆(x1) and the second argument of f is ignored. In such a case one has
f (p, q)↔ f (p, r) for all closed terms p, q and r . Now the weakened Clause 4 does not demand a patience rule for either h⋆
or k⋆, since the arguments of h and k are no longer receiving. Namely, y is an irrelevant subterm of f (x1, y) and k(y) is an
irrelevant subterm of f (h(f (x1, y)), k(y)).
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The remainder of this section establishes a result that helps to relate my formulation of the cool formats to Bloom’s [5];
for all other purposes it can be skipped. Proposition 1 below uses the concept of a ruloid; please consult Definition 14 and
Example 10 in the next section first.
Above a definition of an argument of an operator being receiving was proposed that is more restrictive than Definition 7.
This definition can be rephrased as follows.
Definition 12. Let L be a two-tiered GSOS language. Define the translation ⋆ : T (Σ) → T (Σ) recursively by x⋆ = x for
x ∈ V and (f (t1, . . . , tn))⋆ = f ⋆(t⋆f (1), . . . , t⋆f (n)).
An argument i ∈ N of an operator f is truly receiving if a variable x is receiving in a term t that has a subterm
v = f (v1, . . . , vn)with v⋆ a subterm of t⋆ and x ∈ var(v⋆i ).
Here the requirement ‘‘v⋆ is a subterm of t⋆’’ is equivalent to ‘‘v is a relevant subterm of t ’’ and ‘‘x ∈ var(v⋆i )’’ to ‘‘x is a
relevant subterm of vi’’. Note that for any term u one has var(u⋆) ⊆ var(u), but not always var(u⋆) = var(u). In Example 9,
y ∉ var(f (x1, y)⋆) = var(f ⋆(x1)) = {x1} and k(y)⋆ = k(y) is not a subterm of f (h(f (x1, y)), k(y))⋆ = f ⋆(h(f (x1, y))⋆).
The weakened version of Clause 4 of Definition 10 that was proposed above reads:
4G. if argument f (i) of operator f is truly receiving, then argument i of f ⋆ has a patience rule.
Here I reformulate this clause in such a way that it resembles the corresponding requirement in Bloom [5].
Definition 13. A term u ∈ T(Σ) is univariate if no variable occurs more than once in u.
Trivially, any term can be written as σ(u)with u a univariate term and σ : V → V .
Proposition 1. In the definition of WB and HB cool GSOS languages, Clause 4G is equivalent to
4B. if x ∈ var(t) is receiving in t, u is a univariate term, y ∈ var(u), and σ : V → V is a substitution such that σ(u) = t⋆ and
σ(y) = x, then there is anL-ruloid y τ−→z
u
τ−→u[z/y] .
Proof. 4G ⇒ 4B: SupposeL satisfies Clause 4G, x ∈ var(t) is receiving in t , u is a univariate term, y ∈ var(u), and σ : V → V
is a substitution such that σ(u) = t⋆ and σ(y) = x. With structural induction on subtermsw of u that contain y, I show that
there is anL-ruloid y
τ−→z
w
τ−→w[z/y] . For every suchw there is a subterm v of t with σ(w) = v
⋆ a subterm of t⋆ and x ∈ var(t⋆).
Base case:w = y. By definition, there is a ruloid y τ−→z
y
τ−→z .
Induction step: Let v = f (v1, . . . , var(f )) and w = f ⋆(w1, . . . , wn), and let i ∈ {1, . . . , n} be the unique argument of f ⋆ with
y ∈ var(wi). Then σ(wi) = v⋆f (i), so x ∈ var(v⋆f (i)) ⊆ var(vf (i)). Thus f (i) is a truly receiving argument of f , and L has a
patience rule xi
τ−→z′
f ⋆(x1,...,xn)
τ−→f ⋆(x1,...,xn)[z′/xi]
. By induction, there is an L-ruloid y
τ−→z
wi
τ−→wi[z/y]
, so by Definition 14 one obtains the
requiredL-ruloid y
τ−→z
f ⋆(w1,...,wn)
τ−→f ⋆(w1,...,wn)[z/y]
.
4B ⇒ 4G: Suppose L satisfies Clause 4B, and argument f (i) of operator f is truly receiving. Then there must be a term
t with a subterm v = f (v1, . . . , var(f )) such that v⋆ is a subterm of t⋆ and variable x ∈ var(v⋆f (i)) is receiving in t . Let u be
a univariate term, and σ : V → V a substitution such that σ(u) = t⋆. Let w = f ⋆(w1, . . . , wn) be the subterm of u with
σ(w) = v⋆. Then σ(wi) = v⋆f (i), and wi (and hence u) must contain a variable y with σ(y) = x. By Clause 4B there is an L-
ruloid y
τ−→z
u
τ−→u[z/y] . By Clause 2 of Definition 10, patience rules are the only rules for the operators of uwith τ -premises. Hence,
by Definition 14, this ruloid can only be obtained by stacking patience rules. As u is univariate, its subterm wi contains the
only occurrence of y in u, so one of the patience rules applied must be the one for argument i of f ⋆. 
6. Rooted cool GSOS languages
In this section Iwill define the (simply) RWB, RDB, RHB andRBB cool rule formats and establish the associated congruence
theorems. In order to formulate the requirements for the RWB and RDB cool GSOS languages I need the concept of a ruloid,
this being a kind of derived GSOS rule.
Definition 14. For r transition rule, let RHS(r) denote the set of right-hand sides of its premises. Let L be a positive GSOS
language. The class ofL-ruloids is the smallest set of rules such that
• x a−→y
x
a−→y is anL-ruloid, for every x, y ∈ V and a ∈ Act;
• if σ is a substitution,L has a rule H
s
a−→t , and for every premise x
c−→ y in H there is anL-ruloid ry = Hy
σ(x)
c−→σ(y) such that
the sets RHS (ry) are pairwise disjoint and each RHS (ry) is disjoint with var(σ (s)), then the transition rule

y∈H Hy
σ(s)
a−→σ(t) is
anL-ruloid.
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Note that a transition α, seen as a rule ∅
α
, is an L-ruloid iff it is generated by L in the sense of Definition 4. The left-hand
sides of premises of a ruloid are variables that occur in its source, and the right-hand sides are variables that are all distinct
and do not occur in its source. Its target only contains variables that also occur elsewhere in the rule.
Example 10. LetL contain the rule x1
a−→y1 x2 b−→y2
f (x1,x2)
a−→g(x1,y1)
.
ThenL has ruloids x
a−→x′ y b−→y′
f (x,y)
a−→g(x,x′) and
x
a−→x′ y b−→y′ z b−→z′
f (f (x,y),z)
a−→g(f (x,y),g(x,x′)) .
Lemma 3. Suppose an L-ruloid has a premise with right-hand side x and a target t containing a subterm f (t1, . . . , tn) with
x ∈ var(ti). Then i is a receiving argument of f .
Proof. By Definition 14 there must be terms w1, . . . , wn, variables y1, . . . , yn, and substitutions σ1, . . . , σn, such that
t = σ1(w1), yi is receiving in wi (i = 1, . . . , n), σi(yi) = σi+1(wi+1) (i = 1, . . . , n − 1), and σn(yn) = x; and moreover
one of thewk has a subterm f (w1k , . . . , w
m
k )with yk ∈ var(wik). It follows that i is an receiving argument of f . 
Definition 15. A GSOS languageL is RWB cool if the operators can be partitioned in tame and wild ones, such that
1. the target of every rule contains only tame operations;
2. the sublanguageLtame of tame operators inL is WB cool;
3. L is positive, and for each rule H
s
a−→t there is a term u and a substitution σ : var(u)→ var(s) such that
– there is anL-ruloid K
u
a−→v with σ(K) = H and σ(v) = t ,
– and for every premise x
c−→ y in K ,L has a rule σ(x) τ−→y
s
τ−→σ(u[y/x]) ;
4. (if argument f (i) of operator f is receiving inL, then argument i of f ⋆ has a patience rule).
The formats RDB cool, RHB cool and RBB cool are defined likewise, adapting ‘‘WB cool’’ in the second clause appropriately,
but skipping the third clause for RHB and RBB, and the last one for RDB and RBB. The last clause cannot be skipped for RHB.
The simply RXB cool rule formats (X∈ {W, D, H, B}) are obtained by requiring the sublanguage of tame operators to be simply
XB cool.
Note that in the third clause, u, σ and the ruloid can always be chosen in such a way that v = t . The instance of this clause
with s = f (x1, . . . , xar(f )) for a tame operator f is redundant, as it vacuously holds when taking u⋆ = f ⋆(x1, . . . , xar(f ⋆)) and
σ = σf ; the rule required in the second subclause is then the bifurcation rule derived in Section 5.1.
The last clause above appeared before as Clause 4 in Definition 10 of theWB and HB cool formats. Given that a termwith
a receiving variable cannot contain wild operators, this clause is almost implied by Clause 2 above. All it adds, is that the
requirement of Clause 4 for the sublanguage of tame operators applies to ‘‘receiving in L’’ instead of merely ‘‘receiving in
Ltame ’’. Thus, the rules for the wild operators help determine which variables in a term t count as receiving.
Proposition 2. In the definition of the RWB cool format above, the last clause is redundant.
Proof. Let argument i of operator f be L-receiving. I will show that it is already Ltame-receiving. Let t be a term with a
subterm f (t1, . . . , tn) such that y ∈ var(ti) and y isL-receiving in t . So there is a rule r = H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t inLwith y occurring
as the right-hand side of a premise in H . Let u and σ be the term and substitution that must exists for r by the third clause of
Definition 15. Definition 15 implies that the operators in u are tame, and there is anL-ruloid, hence anLtame-ruloid, K
u
a−→v
with σ(K) = H and σ(v) = t . Let f (v1, . . . , vn) be the subterm of v with σ(vi) = ti for i = 1, . . . , n. By the third clause
of Definition 3, y ∉ range(σ ). Hence, as y ∈ var(σ (vi)), y ∈ var(vi). Given that dom(σ ) = var(u), σ does not effect the
right-hand sides of K , so y is the right-hand side of a premise in K . By Lemma 3, i is anLtame-receiving argument of f . 
When working with the slightly stronger definition of receiving contemplated in Section 5.2, the proof above remains valid
with trivial adaptations.
Now I will prove the remaining lemmas of Section 3, thereby completing the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Lemma RHB: Let L be simply RHB cool, let r = H
s
a−→t be a rule in L, and let ν be a closed substitution such that
ν(x)
c−→H⇒ ν(y) for each positive premise x c−→ y in H and ¬∃r (ν(x) ̸ c−→ r) for each negative premise x ̸ c−→ in H .
I need to show that ν(s)
a−→H⇒ ν(t).
By assumption, there is a closed substitution µ such that
• ν(x) c−→ µ(y) H⇒ ν(y) for each premise x c−→ y in H , and
• ν(x) = µ(x) for all variables x that do not occur as right-hand sides of premises in H .
Thus ν(s) = µ(s) a−→ µ(t) by application of r , and µ(t) H⇒ ν(t) by Lemma 1. 
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Lemma 4. LetL be simply WB cool, let r = H
s
a−→t be anL-ruloid, and let ν be a closed substitution. If for each premise x
c−→ y
in H one has ν(x) H⇒ c−→H⇒ ν(y), then ν(s) H⇒ a−→H⇒ ν(t).
Proof. The case that r is a rule inL is proven exactly as in LemmaWB, just writing a for (a), etc. The general case now follows
by a straightforward structural induction on s. 
Proof of Lemma RWB: Let L be simply RWB cool, let r = H
s
a−→t be a rule in L, and let ν be a closed substitution such that
ν(x) H⇒ c−→H⇒ ν(y) for each premise x c−→ y in H . I need to show that ν(s) H⇒ a−→H⇒ ν(t).
Case 1: Suppose that there is a closed substitution µ such that
• ν(x) c−→ µ(y) H⇒ ν(y) for each premise x c−→ y in H , and
• ν(x) = µ(x) for all variables x that do not occur as right-hand sides of premises in H .
Then ν(s) = µ(s) a−→ µ(t) by application of r , and µ(t) H⇒ ν(t) by Lemma 1.
Case 2: Suppose that there is a premise x0
c−→ y0 in H such that ν(x0) τ−→ p H⇒ c−→H⇒ ν(y0) for a closed term p. Let u,
σ and r ′ = K
u
a−→v be the term, substitution and ruloid that exists for r by the third clause of Definition 15, and let x
1 be the
unique variable in u such that K has a premise x1
c−→ y0 (using that σ(y0) = y0). Hence σ(x1) = x0. Let µ be the closed
substitutionwithµ(y0) = p andµ(z) = ν(z) for all variables z ≠ y0. Nowµ(σ(x1)) = µ(x0) = ν(x0) τ−→ µ(y0). By Clause
3 of Definition 15,L has a rule σ(x
1)
τ−→y0
s
τ−→σ(u[y0/x1]) ; hence ν(s) = µ(s)
τ−→ µ(σ(u[y0/x1])). Let ρ be the closed substitution with
ρ(x1) = p and ρ(z) = ν(σ (z)) for all variables z ≠ x1. Then µ(σ(u[y0/x1]) = ρ(u), the operators in u are tame, and
ρ(x) H⇒ c−→H⇒ ρ(y) for each premise x c−→ y in K . Lemma 4 yields ρ(u) H⇒ a−→H⇒ ρ(v). By Clause 5 of Definition 8,
x1 ∉ var(v), so ρ(v) = ν(σ (v)) = ν(t). Thus ν(s) = µ(s) τ−→ µ(σ(u[y0/x1])) = ρ(u) H⇒ a−→H⇒ ρ(v) = ν(t). 
The Proof of Lemma RDB proceeds likewise, using a DB cool counterpart of Lemma 4. 
This completes the Proof of Theorem 2. 
Example 11. The following fragment of CCS has the constant 0, unary operators a._ , binary operators + and ‖ (usually
written | ), and instances of the GSOS rules below. Here a ranges over Act = N .∪ N .∪ {τ } with N a set of names and
N = {a | a ∈ N } the set of co-names. The function · extends toN ∪N (but not to Act) by a = a.
x1
a−→ y1
x1 + x2 a−→ y1
x2
a−→ y2
x1 + x2 a−→ y2
a.x1
a−→ x1
x1
a−→ y1
x1‖x2 a−→ y1‖x2
x2
a−→ y2
x1‖x2 a−→ x1‖y2
x1
a−→ y1 x2 a−→ y2
x1‖x2 τ−→ y1‖y2
.
The sublanguagewithout the+ is simplyWB cool, and the entire GSOS language is simply RWB cool. Clause 3 of Definition 15
applied to the ith rule for the + is satisfied by taking u = x, σ(x) = xi, and the ruloid x
a−→yi
x
a−→yi
; indeed the language has a
ruloid xi
τ−→yi
x1+x2 τ−→yi
.
Example 12. Extend the GSOS language of Example 11 with the binary operators ‖− and | with rules
x1
a−→y1
x1‖−x2 a−→y1‖y2
and
x1
a−→y1 x2 a−→y2
x1|x2 τ−→y1‖y2
with a ranging over Act . These are the left merge and the communication merge of Bergstra and Klop [3] but
adapted to fit (the communication format of) CCS rather then ACP. (I wrote ‖ for the CCS parallel composition to avoid name
clashes with this communication merge.) In [3] these operators are introduced in order to give a finite complete equational
axiomatisation of strong bisimulation equivalence on the language ACP, and the same approach works for CCS.
The first argument of ‖− and both arguments of | are active, whereas no arguments of ‖− and | are receiving. Since the
active arguments of ‖− and | do not have patience rules, both operators need to be classified as wild. Requirements 1, 2 and
4 of Definition 15 are clearly satisfied. Hence this GSOS language is RHB cool, and ↔rη and ↔rb are congruences on the
entire language.
Requirement 3 applied to the rule for the ‖− is satisfied by taking u = x‖x2, σ(x) = x1, σ(x2) = x2 and the
ruloid x
a−→y1
x‖x2 a−→y1‖x2
. Indeed the language has a ruloid x1
τ−→y1
x1‖−x2 τ−→y1‖x2
. Hence the language with ‖− but without | is RWB cool,
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guaranteeing that also↔rw and↔rd are congruences. However, requirement 3 applied to either rule of the communication
merge is not satisfied. In fact↔rw and↔rd fail to be congruences for this operator: one has τ .a.0↔rd τ .a.0+ a.0 but
0↔ (τ .a.0|a.b.0)↮rw ((τ .a.0+ a.0)|a.b.0)↔ τ .b.0.
This shows that this part of requirement 3 of Definition 15 cannot be skipped.
Example 13. The GSOS language with 0, action prefix operators a.P for a ∈ Act and the unary operator np with the rule
x1 ̸a−→
np(x1)
c−→0 (for specific actions a, c) is not positive, but otherwise meets the requirements of Definition 15. Yet,
↔rw and
↔rd fail to be congruences on this language. Namely τ .a.0↔rd τ .a.0+ a.0 yet np(τ .a.0)↔ c.0↮w 0↔ np(τ .a.0+ a.0). This
shows that the requirement thatL be positive cannot simply be skipped in the RWB and RDB cool formats.
Negative premises ofwild operators are allowed in the RHB andRBB cool formats. This is possible because the first transitions
of rooted branching (or η-)bisimilar processes need to be matched without preceding τ -transitions, just as for strong
bisimulation. A good example of an RBB cool GSOS operator with negative premises is the initial priority operator of [8].
Example 14. The GSOS language L with 0, , ⊓, action prefix operators a.P for a ∈ Act and the unary operators f , g with
rules x1
a−→y1
f (x1)
a−→g(y1)
and g(x)
c−→ x (for specific actions a, c) satisfies requirements 1 and 2 of Definition 15, provided one
classifies the argument of f as wild and that of g as tame. Hence ↔rb is a congruence onL. However,L fails requirements
3 and 4. Here the argument of g is receiving inL as a whole, although not inLtame. In fact, ↔rw (, ↔rd ) and ↔rη fail to be
congruences onL. One has a.(b.0 ⊓ d.0)↔η a.(b.0 ⊓ d.0)  a.b.0, yet
f (a.(b.0 ⊓ d.0))↔ a.c.(b.0 ⊓ d.0)↮w a.c.(b.0 ⊓ d.0)  a.c.b.0↔ f (a.(b.0 ⊓ d.0)  a.b.0)
as in Example 6. Thus requirement 4 cannot be skipped for the RHB cool format.
Theorem 5. On any RWB cool GSOS language, ↔rw is a congruence.
On any RDB cool GSOS language, ↔rd is a congruence.
On any RHB cool GSOS language, ↔rη is a congruence.
On any RBB cool GSOS language, ↔rb is a congruence.
Proof. Let L be RBB cool. Regard L as a two-tiered GSOS languages by classifying all wild operators as principal ones.
The GSOS language L∗ constructed in Definition 11 is simply RBB cool, by Observation 1, so by Theorem 2RBB ↔rb is a
congruence onL∗. Apply Corollary 2.
The other cases go likewise, except that in checking that L∗ is simply RWB or RDB cool, one has to check that Clause
3 of Definition 15 is satisfied. Let u and σ be a term and substitution that satisfy Clause 3 for a rule H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t with f
wild. I claim that u∗ and σ are appropriate for the rule H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t∗ , existing inL
∗. Namely, by a straightforward structural
induction on u, if K
u
a−→v is anL-ruloid then
K
u∗ a−→v∗ is anL
∗-ruloid. Moreover, σ(v) = t implies σ(v∗) = t∗. By construction,
for every premise x
c−→ y in K ,L∗ has a rule σ(x) τ−→y
f (x1,...,xn)
τ−→σ(u∗[y/x]) . 
As the above shows, forX ∈ {W ,D, B,H}, the RXB cool format is exactly the two-tiered simply RXB cool format, so Theorem5
is obtained as an application of Theorem 4 to Theorem 2.
7. Comparison with Bloom’s formats
Not counting a host of notational differences, Bloom’s definitions of the cool formats differ in five ways from mine.
First of all Bloom requires bifurcation rules for all operators in Ltame, whereas I merely require patience rules for the
principal operators. As principal operators in Ltame are straight, and bifurcation rules for straight operators are exactly
patience rules, the difference is that I dropped the bifurcation requirement for abbreviations (non-principal operators).
This is possible, because by Definition 9, which corresponds to Definition 3.5.5 in [5], the rules for the abbreviations are
completely determined by the rules for their straightenings, and it turns out that a bifurcation rule of an abbreviation f is
exactly what is determined by the corresponding patience rule for its straightening f ⋆.
Bloom’sWBcool format requires the existence of bifurcation/patience ruloids for receiving variables in any term,whereas
I require them for receiving arguments of operators, which is a more syntactic and easy to check requirement. The two
approaches are shown equivalent in Proposition 1 when using the extension of my formats of Section 5.2, this being the
reason behind that extension.
Bloom’s WB and RWB cool formats use a so-called ε-presentation. This entails that rules may have premises of the
form x
ε−→ y. In terms of Definition 4, the meaning of such premises is given by the requirement that σ(x) = σ(y) for
(x
ε−→ y) ∈ H . By using ε-premises, any rule can be given a form inwhich the target is a univariate term, having no variables
in common with the source. This allows a simplification of the statement of the bifurcation ruloids. Any ε-presented GSOS
language can be converted to ε-free form by substitution, in each rule r , x for y for every premise x
ε−→ y of r .
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Bloom’s rendering of the RWB cool format does not feature Clause 4 (and in view of Proposition 2,
neither doesmine), but Clause 3 ismuchmore involved. For every rulewith conclusion s
a−→ t Bloom
requires the existence of two terms t1 and t2 and seven types of derived operational rules, such that
the diagram on the right commutes. My Clause 3 stems from the observation that, given Bloom’s other
restrictions, t necessarily has the rules required for t2, so that one may always choose t2 = t . This leaves only t1 (called u in
Definition 15) and three types of rules, one of which (the t1-loop in the diagram above) is in fact a bifurcation rule whose
existence is already implied by the requirements of Definition 10.
In Clause 3 of Definition 15, Bloom requires that
var(u) = {y′ | y ∈ var(t)} and σ(y′) =

x if H contains a premise x
c−→ y
y otherwise.
(6)
In order to match Bloom’s format I could have done the same, but this condition is not needed in the proof and reduces the
generality of the format.
Example 15. Consider the following GSOS language, with unary operators f and g and constant 0.
f (x1)
b−→ x1 x1
a−→ y1
f (x1)
a−→ 0
x1
τ−→ y1
f (x1)
τ−→ g(y1)
x1
a−→ y1
g(x1)
a−→ 0
x1
τ−→ y1
g(x1)
τ−→ g(y1)
.
The sublanguagewithout f is simplyWB cool, and the entire language simply RWB cool. In fulfilling Clause 3 of Definition 15
take for the first rule u := f (x1) and for the second and third rules u := g(x1), in each case with σ the identity.
However, this language is not RWB cool in the sense of Bloom, as the restriction above forbids rules H
s
a−→t with H ≠ ∅
and var(t) = ∅, where the operator in s is wild.
Proposition 3. A GSOS language is WB cool, respectively RWB, BB or RBB cool, as defined here, with the extension of Section 5.2
and the restriction (6) above, iff it is WB cool, resp. RWB, BB or RBB cool, as defined in Bloom [5].
The proof consists of converting Bloom’s rule formats to ε-free form and eliminating a number of other notational
differences, together with the issues addressed above. 
Moreover, my proofs that cool languages are compositional for bisimulation equivalences greatly simplify the ones of
Bloom [5] by using a reduction of the general case to the simple case, instead of treating the general formats directly.
8. Cool GSOS languages with lookahead
TheRWBcool format can be extendedby allowingwild operators f , besidesGSOS rules satisfying Clause 3 ofDefinition 15,
also to have rules of which all premises have the form x H⇒ c−→ y with c ∈ A. For such rules Clause 3 is not required, but
in fulfilling Clause 4, they do count in determining which arguments are receiving. A similar extension applies to the RDB
cool format.
Definition 16. Let Σ be a signature. A GSOS rule with lookahead is an expression of the form H
α
with α a positive Σ-literal
(the conclusion) and H a set of expressions of the form x H⇒ a−→ y (the premises of the rule), satisfying the four conditions
of Definition 3. A GSOS language with lookahead is a TSS whose rules are either GSOS rules or GSOS rules with lookahead.
The transitions generated by a GSOS language with lookahead L are defined exactly as in Definition 4, where a premise
(xi H⇒ c−→ y) ∈ H gives rise to a hypothesis pi H⇒L c−→L σ(y), using the relational composition ofH⇒L and c−→L. The
notion of a receiving variable in term of Definition 7 extends straightforwardly to GSOS languages with lookahead.
Definition 17. A GSOS language with lookahead L is RWB cool if the operators can be partitioned in tame and wild ones,
such that
1. the target of every rule contains only tame operations;
2. the sublanguageLtame of tame operators inL is a WB cool GSOS language (without lookahead);
3. L is positive, and for each GSOS rule H
s
a−→t (without lookahead) there is a term u and a substitution σ : var(u)→ var(s)
such that
– there is anL-ruloid K
u
a−→v with σ(K) = H and σ(v) = t ,
– and for every premise x
c−→ y in K ,L has a rule σ(x) τ−→y
s
τ−→σ(u[y/x]) ;
4. if argument f (i) of operator f is receiving inL, then argument i of f ⋆ has a patience rule.
The format RDB cool is defined likewise, adapting ‘‘WB cool’’ in the second clause to ‘‘DB cool’’, but skipping the last clause.
The simply RXB cool rule formats (X ∈ {W, D}) are obtained by requiring the sublanguage of tame operators to be simply XB
cool.
With these definitions, Lemmas RWB and RDB extend to the case thatL is a GSOS language with lookahead, using premises
x H⇒ x−→ y in case of GSOS rules with lookahead. Namely, the statements quantify over rules in L; when such a rule is
a GSOS rule, the proof given in Section 6 applies, and when it is a GSOS rule with lookahead, the statement follows from
Definition 16 and Lemma 1.
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Table 1
Complete equational axiomatisations of BCCS and the parallel composition.
x+ (y+ z) = (x+ y)+ z A1 x‖y = x‖−y+ y‖−x+ x|y CM1
x+ y = y+ x A2 a.x‖−y = a.(x‖y) CM2
x+ x = x A3 0‖−y = 0 CM3
x+ 0 = x A4 (x+ y)‖−z = x‖−z + y‖−z CM4
a.x|a.y = τ .(x‖y) CM5
a.(τ .(x+ y)+ x) = a.(x+ y) T1 a.x|b.y = 0 (if b ≠ a) CM6
τ .x+ x = τ .x T2 0|x = x|0 = 0 CM7
a.(τ .x+ y)+ a.x = a.(τ .x+ y) T3 (x+ y)|z = x|z + y|z CM8
x|(y+ z) = x|y+ x|z CM9
Theorem 6. On any RWB cool GSOS language with lookahead, ↔rw is a congruence.
On any RDB cool GSOS language with lookahead, ↔rd is a congruence.
Proof. Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3 I may restrict attention to simply RWB or RDB cool GSOS
languages with lookahead. Here the proof of Section 3 applies again. 
Example 16. Extend the GSOS language of Example 11 with the binary operator | and the single rule x1H⇒ a−→y1 x2H⇒ a−→y2
x1|x2 τ−→y1‖y2
.
This is the variant of the communication merge of [3] (cf. Example 12), given in Bergstra and Klop [4] (and here again adapted
to fit CCS rather then ACPτ ). The result is a GSOS language with lookahead, that moreover is RWB cool. Thus↔rw and↔rd
are congruences on this language. In [4] this variant of the communication merge is used as an auxiliary operator in giving a
finite complete equational axiomatisation of↔rw on a languagewith ‖; this is not known to be possible using only auxiliary
GSOS operators.
9. Turning GSOS rules into equations
This section recapitulates the method of [1] to provide finite equational axiomatisations of ↔ on an augmentation of
any given GSOS language.
Definition 18. A process p, being a closed term in a GSOS language, is finite if there are only finitely many sequences of
transitions p
a1−→ p1 a2−→ · · · an−→ pn. The length n of the longest sequence of this form is called the depth of p.
Definition 19. An equational axiomatisationAxover a signatureΣ is a set of equations t = u, called axioms, with t, u ∈ T(Σ).
It respects an equivalence relation∼ on T (Σ) if σ(t) ∼ σ(u) for any closed substitution σ : V → T (Σ).
An instanceof axiom t = u is an equationσ(C[t/x]) = σ(C[u/x])whereσ is a substitution andC a termwith var(C)={x},
and x occurring only once in C . An equation p = q is derivable from Ax, notation p =Ax q, if there is a sequence p0, . . . , pn of
terms with n ≥ 0 such that p = p0, q = pn and for i = 1, . . . , n the equation pi−1 = pi is an instance of one of the axioms.
Ax is sound for∼ if p =Ax q implies p ∼ q for p, q ∈ T (Σ). Ax is complete for∼ on finite processes if p ∼ q implies p =Ax q
for finite processes p and q.
Note that Ax is sound for∼ iff Ax respects∼ and∼ is a congruence.
Definition 20. A GSOS languageL extends BCCS (basic CCS) if it contains the operators 0, a._ and+ of Example 11. A basic
process is a closed term build from the operators mentioned above only. A head normal form is a closed term of the form
0+ a1.p1 + · · · + an.pn for n ≥ 0. An axiomatisation onL is head normalising if any term f (p1, . . . , par(f ))with the pi basic
processes can be converted into head normal form.
Proposition 4. LetL be a GSOS language extending BCCS, and Ax a head normalising equational axiomatisation, respecting↔,
and containing the axioms A1–4 of Table 1. Then Ax is sound and complete for ↔ on finite processes.
Proof. Using induction on the depth of p and a nested structural induction, the axioms can convert any finite process p into
a basic process. Here one uses that strongly bisimilar processes have the same depth. Now apply the well-known fact that
the axioms A1–A4 are sound and complete for↔ on basic processes [13]. 
For the parallel composition operator ‖ of CCS no finite equational head normalising axiomatisation respecting strong
bisimulation equivalence exists [14]. However, Bergstra and Klop [3] gave such an axiomatisation on the language
obtained by adding two auxiliary operators, the left merge ‖− and the communication merge |, with rules
x1
a−→y1
x1‖−x2 a−→y1‖x2
and
x1
a−→y1 x2 a−→y2
x1|x2 τ−→y1‖y2
, provided the alphabet Act of actions is finite. See Example 12. The axioms are CM1–9 of Table 1, in which +
binds weakest and a._ strongest, and a, b range over Act .
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Aceto et al. [1] generalise this idea to arbitrary GSOS languageswith finitelymany rules, eachwith finitelymany premises,
and assuming a finite alphabet Act . I recapitulate their method for positive languages only. A smooth operator (Definition 7)
only has rules of the form {xi
ci−→yi|i∈I}
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t . The trigger of such a rule is the partial function ↑r : {i, . . . , n} ⇀ Act given by
↑r (i) = ci if i ∈ I , and ↑r (i) is undefined otherwise.
Definition 21. [1] A smooth GSOS operator f is distinctive, if no two rules of f have the same trigger, and the triggers of all
rules of f have the same domain.
All operators of CCS, as well as ‖− and |, are smooth. The operators 0, a._ , ‖− and | are distinctive, but ‖ is not. Its triggers have
domains {1}, {2} and {1, 2}.
For every smooth and distinctive operator f , Aceto et al. declare four types of axioms. First of all, for every rule r as above
there is an axiom f (σ (x1), . . . , σ (xn)) = a.σ (t), where σ : {x1, . . . , xn} → T(Σ) is the substitution given by σ(xi) = ci.yi
for i ∈ I and σ(xi) = xi for i ∉ I . Such an axiom is called an action law. Examples are CM2 and CM5 in Table 1.
Second, whenever I is the set of active arguments of f , but f has no rule of the form above (where the name of the
variables yi is of no importance), there is an axiom f (σ (x1), . . . , σ (xn)) = 0, with σ as above (for an arbitrary choice of
distinct variables yi). Such an axiom is an inaction law. An example is CM6. If f has k active arguments, in total there are
|Act|k action and inaction laws for f , one for every conceivable trigger with as domain the active arguments of f .
Finally, for any active argument i of f , there are laws
f (x1, . . . xi−1, 0, xi+1, . . . , xn) = 0 and
f (x1, . . . , xi + x′i, . . . , xn) = f (x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn)+ f (x1, . . . , x′i, . . . , xn).
Examples for the second type of inaction law are CM3 and CM7, and examples of distributivity laws are CM4, CM8 and CM9.
It is not hard to see that all axioms above respect ↔ and that together they bring any term f (p1, . . . , par(f )) with the pi
basic processes in head normal form.
The method of [1] makes three types of additions to a given finite GSOS language L, and provides an equational head
normalising axiomatisation on the resulting language, that respects strong bisimulation.
First of all, the operators 0, a._ and + are added, if not already there. The corresponding axioms are A1–4 of Table 1. If
all other operators are smooth and distinctive, for each of them the axioms just described are taken, which finishes the job.
(In the presence of negative premises, this step is slightly more complex.)
In case there are operators f that are smooth but not distinctive, the set of operational rules of f is partitioned into subsets
D such that no two rules in D have the same trigger, and the triggers of all rules in D have the same domain. Note that such
a partition can always be found—possibly by taking exactly one rule in each subset D. Now for any subset D in the partition,
an operator fD with ar(fD) = ar(f ) is added to the language, whose rules are exactly the rules in that subset, but with fD in
the source. By definition, fD is distinctive. Now add an axiom f (x1, . . . , xar(f )) =∑ fD(x1, . . . , xar(f )), where the sum is taken
over all subsets in the partition, and apply the method above to the operators fD. Again, it is trivial to check that the axioms
respect↔ and are head normalising. Applied to the ‖ of CCS, this technique yields the leftmerge and communicationmerge
as auxiliary operators, as well as a right merge, and the axiom CM1.
In case of operators f that are not smooth, a smooth operator f ⋆ is added toL, of which f is an abbreviation in the sense
of Definition 9 (cf. Example 8). The treatment of f ⋆ proceeds as above, and the project is finished by the axiom
f (p1, . . . , par(f )) = f ⋆(pf (1), . . . , pf (ar(f ⋆)))).
Besides completeness for finite processes, using an infinitary induction principle the method of [1] even yields
completeness for arbitrary processes. I will not treat this here, as it does not generalise to weak equivalences.
10. Turning cool GSOS rules into equations
The method of [1] does not apply to ↔w , ↔d , ↔η , and ↔b , because these equivalences fail to be congruences for the
+. However, Bloom [5] shows that the method applies more or less verbatim to ↔rb . This section observes that the same
holds for ↔rη , and finds an adaptation to yield finite equational axiomatisations of ↔rw (resp. ↔rd ) that are sound and
complete for finite processes on an augmentation of any RWB cool (resp. RDB cool) GSOS language.
On basic processes, the axioms A1–A4 together with T1–T3 are complete for ↔rw [13], whereas complete
axiomatisations for ↔rd , ↔rη and ↔rb are obtained by dropping T3, T2 or both, respectively [12]. So in order to get
axiomatisations of these equivalences that are complete for finite processes, all that is needed is head normalisation. The
simplest approach is to use the same head normalising axioms as in the previous section, reasoning that axioms that respect
↔ surely respect a coarser equivalence like ↔rb or ↔rw . The only way this approach could fail is when the auxiliary
operators generated by [1] fail to be congruences for the equivalence relation at hand. The operators 0, a._ and + are WB
cool, and thus unproblematic. As observed in [5], for any RBB cool GSOS language, the augmented language is also RBB cool.
Namely, the new operators do not show up in targets of new rules, so classifying all auxiliary operators as wild is sufficient.
Since the auxiliary operators do not increase the collection of receiving arguments of operators either, it follows likewise
that for any RHB cool GSOS language, the augmented language is also RHB cool. Hence one obtains
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Theorem 7. The method of [1], together with axiom T1 (and T3), yields finite equational axiomatisations of ↔rb (resp. ↔rη )
that are sound and complete for finite processes on an augmentation of any RBB cool (resp. RHB cool) GSOS language. 
For↔rw and↔rd this approach fails. In particular, these equivalences fail to be congruences for the communicationmerge,
as shown in Example 12.
Conjecture. There exists no GSOS language including the parallel composition of CCS and≥2 visible actions that admits a finite
equational axiomatisation of weak bisimulation equivalence that is sound and complete for finite processes.
Nevertheless, such an axiomatisation was found by Bergstra and Klop [4], using a variant of the communication merge that
is not a GSOS operator; cf. Example 16. Their axiomatisation of ‖ is obtained from the one in Table 1 by requiring a, b ≠ τ
in CM6, and adding the axioms τ .x|y = x|τ .y = x|y. Here I generalise their approach to arbitrary RWB cool (or RDB cool)
GSOS languages.
In an RWB (or RDB) cool language, the smooth operators f ⋆ that are needed to axiomatise a non-smooth operator f are
unproblematic. For tame operators f , they are already in the language, and for a wild f it is not hard to define them in such
a way that the augmented language remains RWB (or RDB) cool. Of the operators fD needed to axiomatise a non-distinctive
operator f , those that have exactly one active argument can be made to satisfy Clause 3 of Definition 15 by including the
relevant τ -rule in D. This applies to the left merge, for example. All operators fD with another number of active arguments
cannot have τ -premises, by Definitions 10 and 15. These operators fD are replaced by counterparts f ′D, obtained by replacing
each premise x
c−→ y in a rule for fD by x H⇒ c−→ y. By Theorem 6,↔rw (or↔rd ) is a congruence for f ′D.
Lemma 5. For any processes p1, . . . , pn one has f (p1, . . . , par(f ))↔rd ∑ f ′D(p1, . . . , par(f )).
Proof. Suppose
∑
f ′D(p1, . . . , par(f ))
a−→ q. Then there is a H ′
f ′D(x1,...,xn)
a−→t and a closed substitution σ with σ(xi) = pi for
i = 1, . . . , n and σ(t) = q, such that pi H⇒ c−→L σ(y) for (xi H⇒ c−→ y) in H ′. This rule has been constructed from a rule
H
f (x1,...,xn)
a−→t , where in H the premises are of the form xi
c−→ y. By Lemma RDB, one obtains f (p1, . . . , par(f )) H⇒ a−→ q.
That f (p1, . . . , par(f ))
a−→ q implies∑ f ′D(p1, . . . , par(f )) a−→ q follows straightforwardly. 
Now the required axiomatisation is obtained by omitting all inaction laws for the modified operators f ′D with σ(xi) = τ .yi
for some active argument i, and instead adding τ -laws
f ′D(x1, . . . , τ .xi, . . . , xn) = f ′D(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn)
for each active argument i of f ′D. One obtains
Theorem 8. The above adaptation of the method of [1], together with axioms T1, T2 (and T3), yields finite equational
axiomatisations of ↔db (resp. ↔rw ) that are sound and complete for finite processes on an augmentation of any RDB cool
(resp. RWB cool) GSOS language. 
11. Further work
The main contribution of Bloom’s RBB cool format is the classification of operators in wild and tame ones. In Fokkink [8]
this classification is refined into a classification on the arguments of operators, thereby allowing operators that have wild as
well as tame arguments. This allows, for instance, capturing the Kleene star within the format, which is not possible in the
approach presented here. Additionally, [8] transcends beyond the GSOS format, by allowing arbitrary terms in the left-hand
side of premises. This allows capturing recursive specification, by the method of introducing constants rather than variable
binding constructs. In [9] this work is generalised slightly further, using a new method to establish congruence formats,
while in [10] this method is applied to generalise the simply RHB cool format presented here. Generalising the simply RWB
and RDB cool formats along the same line requires further work.
12. A challenge
All equivalences of Definition 5 are congruences of the GSOS language with rules
x1
a−→ y
f (x1)
a−→ g(y)
x1
τ−→ y
g(x1)
τ−→ g(y)
g(x1)
τ−→!x1
x1
a−→ y
!x1 a−→ y‖!x1
x1
a−→ y1
x1‖x2 a−→ y1‖x2
x2
a−→ y2
x1‖x2 a−→ x1‖y2
for a ∈ Act . Here, the operator !x can be understood as a parallel composition of infinitely many copies of x. The rules for f ,
g and ‖ are WB cool, but the one for ! is not. It is not even RBB safe in the sense of [8].
Open problem. Find a congruence format that includes the language above.
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